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CNASA Quarterly – Summer 2015  

When the club was in need of someone to step up to be the editor for the Summer 

2015 CNASA Quarterly I decided to give it a try.  I have had lots of fun putting 

this edition together.   

For our next issue, we look forward to offering an ad design service for those 

people who would like to submit ads but don’t know how to do them.  There will 

be a small fee for this service that will go to CNASA.   

Hope that you enjoy it! 

Angela Slauenwhite 

Advertising rates for CNASA Members :    
ONE FULL PAGE  COLOUR AD  FREE  

SECOND FULL PAGE COLOUR AD  $5.00  

               

NON MEMBER RATES (SUBJECT TO APPROVAL) :  
ONE FULL PAGE COLOUR AD  $20.00  

SECOND FULL PAGE COLOUR AD  $25.00  

HALF PAGE COLOUR AD  $15.00  

 

Business Card Index - $20.00 for 4 issues (Members only) Cards will also be 
included on the CNASA website for one year.   

ALL ADS MUST BE CAMERA READY  

Please send cheques to the treasurer:  

Melissa O’Reilly  

60 Singleton Road  

Scarborough, ON M1R 1H9  

Moreilly3@gmail.com  
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Message from our president, Shawna Weibe.  

 

Welcome to Summer! Hot, Humid, and Mosquitoes! At least we are past the worst 
of tick season. 

The Board of Directors has been working on some projects and we are pleased to 
announce that CNASA will be getting a new website! We recognize that the lack of 
updates on the current website is a source of frustration for many members. The 
new website will allow a website team to easily update the site to keep it current. 

If there is any information that you feel is missing from the current site, or was hard 
to find, please contact the BOD (through Facebook, the member Yahoo list, or by 
private email) and let us know. The more input we get from members the easier it 
will be to build a site that the membership finds useful and user friendly. 

Another exciting project that the BOD is working on is a Puppy Package that will 
be offered to breeders who can then distribute it to their puppy buyers. Topics 
covered in the package will include: the CKC standard, the ASCA standard, 
information about CNASA, house training, crate training, socialization, vaccination, 
early spay neuter, choosing a food, teaching a recall, chewing and suitable chew 
toys, MDR1, cataracts, hip/elbow dysplasia, grooming, clicker training. 

If you have an article that you have written, or one that you use for your puppy 
buyers, please let us know! The more information that we can provide to new puppy 
owners, the more their Aussie puppy will benefit. Each new Aussie family will also 
receive a free, 1 year, non voting membership. 

Do you remember the days of the CKC results pages? They would arrive in tiny 
font, on newsprint, with our Dogs In Canada every month. We could check and see 
who took WD or BOB or BOBp at every show. The breed count was listed and the 
number of points earned was also listed. Yes, I know that we now have the 
incredible Canuck Dogs website (Wow! That is an amazing resource and Sue 
deserves so much recognition and appreciation for the work that she does with that 
site!), but it doesn’t give us our breed results. 



 

 

 

I would love to have the Aussie results posted on our Facebook pages every 
weekend, for every Canadian show. It might be easier than you think! You can use 
your cell phone to photograph the catalogue pages that list the Aussie entry. If you 
post those pictures then you just need to list the catalogue number for the dog 
winning a particular award. 

Eg.   

Entry Reg: 3 4 3 2 Alt: 2 1 Baby puppy: 1 

BOB 721 

BOS 735 

BOW 714 (3 pts) 

WD 726 (2 pts) 

RWD 702 

WB 714 (2 pts) 

RWB 712 

BOBp 726 

Baby puppy 701 

A-BOB 732 (2 pts) 

A-WD 732 (1 pt) 

A-RWD 708 

A-WB 718 (0 pt) 

A-RWB 704 

 

 



 

 

 

If you haven’t joined the CNASA member list on Yahoo, please do! It’s a fast way 
to get announcements on upcoming CNASA events, news, and Aussie info. If you 
are on Facebook please ‘Like’ our CNASA Public page and join our CNASA 
member’s page. The BOD would really like to hear from the membership and 
Facebook seems to be today’s place to chat. 

Stay tuned for an exciting announcement in the next couple of weeks regarding the 
dates and location for the CNASA 2016 Nationals! Start saving your Airmiles, 
vacation days, and your spare change! Nationals are coming! 

Stay cool! 

Shawna Wiebe, President 

 kinring@mymts.net 
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Zone 1 – Carly Smith  

Not a lot to report from zone one. We are in the middle of show season and I’m sure 
there have been some brags by members but I’ve had none sent to me! Don’t forget 
to send in your accomplishments, news and things you’d like to share BC/YT 
members! Saucyaussies@hotmail.com 

In the fall there is a large performance venue with obedience, rally, herding, lure 
coursing, agility, draft dog and probably more events offered.  We’d love to see a 
great aussie entry as aussies can do so many of these sports! Rumor has it there will 
be some high scoring aussie prizes offered as well. ;) I plan on doing a breed 
information/club information booth with opportunity for people to meet some 
aussies. I’m bringing my own five dogs but if people would like to spend some time 
at the booth with their dogs, please let me know! I’d love some relief for when I run 
my own dogs. Premium is yet to come out, check on Canuck Dogs later this 
summer for more information. 

It is HOT out there. Here on the island we are currently melting and setting records. 
40C+ is unfortunately a number I’ve seen too often already this year. I’m sure 
everyone is aware already but just a few reminders for dealing with this heat with 
your dogs! 

-The leaving of dogs in a vehicle…we all know this, don’t do it. 

-Be aware of the surface your dog is walking on. That may be sand, gravel, asphalt, 
grass even. If you’re not sure walk on it in bare feet, if it’s too hot for you, it’s too 
hot for your dogs. Check out the footing at events as well, are you herding or doing 
agility on hot sand? Obedience on concrete? Raise any concerns with the show 
secretary. 

-Water, lots of it but not too much. We know that dogs should be provided free 
access to water always but it is even more important in the heat. However, we also 
need to be aware of those dogs who drink excess water – while playing with a hose, 
while swimming, while playing in the water, even just drinking when they’re hot. 
Water intoxication is somewhat uncommon, but it can happen. 

-Limit exercise in the heat of the day. Early morning or late at night is the coolest 
time to get in some running about or some training. 



 

 

 

-There are lots of varieties of cool jackets and mats out there. They’re worth the 
investment if you’re doing many summer activities with the dogs. Shop around and 
find the ones that fit your dogs and your budget. 

-If hosing your dog down to help cool it, make sure to concentrate on the 
underneath of the dog more than the top of the dog. Belly, inner thighs, armpits and 
feet are all important areas to soak with cool (not ice cold) water. 

-Be aware of where your dogs are left during the day. I recently heard of a terrible 
situation where a woman lost all three of her dogs while they were in the house 
while she was at work. She didn’t realize her house would get so hot and all three 
dogs died of heat stroke. Find the coolest place in your home and figure out how to 
safely leave your dogs there. 

Hang in there everyone, we will survive this heat wave and pretty soon we’ll all be 
complaining about the rain and snow. Happy training and trialing and have fun with 
your dogs! 

 

Carly Smith  

saucyaussies@hotmail.com  
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Zone 3 – Shannon Cole  
 

Greetings from Zone 3 

 

Well show season is well underway in Zone 3 and we have seen two CNASA 
Boosters held so far this summer. One was held in conjunction with the Prairie 
Canine Academy All Breed Show in Balgonie, SK and with the Portage Kennel 
Club All Breed Show in Portage la Prairie, MB. We have also been very busy 
planning a Regional Specialty and Booster at the Manitoba Canine Association All 
Breed Show. MCA is the largest show in Manitoba with 21 Specialties, 4 all breed 
shows, 4 rally, 4 obedience, 4 agility trials and one working and herding supported 
entry. All information can be found on Canuck Dogs. We are really looking forward 
to this show and are expecting a lot of entries. 

 

I would like to also take the time to thank CNASA President Shawna Wiebe and 
CNASA member Janis McCarthy with assisting in the Red River Exhibition’s 
“Meet the Breeds”. This event gives pure breed dog owners a chance to provide the 
general public much needed information on pure bred dogs. I was at the event with 
Shawna Wiebe and this event appeared to be well received by the general public. 
Thank you again Shawna and Janis! 



 

 

 

CNASA President Shawna Wiebe with Norman the Corgi, Piper and Brighton at the 
Red River Exhibition’s “Meet the Breeds”. 

 

 

 

As always I’m open to suggestions by our members and always available. Have a 
great summer and hopefully see you in August. 

Shannon Cole 

tscole@mymts.net 

Director Zone 3 

SK/MB/NWT 

tscole@mymts.net 
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Zone 4 – Leah Swatko  

 Greetings! Not much to report from this section, however, I have been busy 
competing and judging in the US in ASCA. I am now a Non Regular Breeder Judge 
and have enjoyed my assignments to date. 

I titled my one dog in Sporting Detection Dog Association where we completed our 
3 requirements: container, interior, and exterior. With scores that placed him in 
SDDA-S silver. It is a great deal of fun and the dogs really enjoy it. You can work 
with a dog that has social and aggression issues or physical limitations such as deaf 
or blind. Scent is such an instinctive part of a dog’s life and it is really interesting to 
not only train but to see them develop a “nose”. This relatively new sport is based 
on the detection dogs that sniff out explosives, drugs, contraband, and even cancer. 
It leads in to tracking and I find it is easy to go from one to the other. We don’t give 
our dogs enough credit for their innate abilities. 

Our spring seemed to linger longer than normal and here in Ontario, it has been a 
wet and cool one. I don’t mind the cool temps but this also is conducive to a robust 
mosquito population. I am sure the frogs, toads, bats, and bug eating birds don’t 
mind this bountiful food for their young. 

I received a message back from KW KC regarding a CNASA regional specialty to 
the list of other breed specialties on the Saturday of their show. This has been sent 
to the BOD and we are now waiting for developments. 

I spoke with Clare Park and she is doing so much better now. She is taking care of 
her dogs and catching up on her web design business.  Clare is a wellspring of 
information on the history of CNASA over the years and a valuable resource for the 
club. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Gail Stephens of Kirrabilli reported first time in the show ring at 3 months of age, 
her Tye X Shiver son, Kirrabilli's Aim High "Harris" was Best Baby Puppy in Show 
at Ontario County on June 14th. Thanks to judge Peggy Guitierrez Otero. The 
handler was her friend, Carolyn McIntyre. Gail is on the injured list so she is 
benched for a part, if not all, of the summer. 

 

 

 

Thanks to Suzanne Lynch, Melissa O'Reilly and Karen Cunningham for helping out 
with expert handling! 

Well that sums up what has been happening in Ontario and Nunavut aka Zone 4. 

Leah Swatko 
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Zone 5 – Caroline Carrier  
 

Bonjour à tous les membres de la zone 5! 

Depuis la dernière parution, 2 activités ont eu lieu dans notre zone. Un booster à 
l’exposition canine du Bas St-Laurent à Trois-Pistoles au mois de mai dernier. Ainsi 
qu’une clinique de herding suivi de 2 concours sur moutons qui suivaient la 
clinique. Cette activité a eu lieu au Clos du Silence à Portneuf, Nancy Guérin 
s’occupaient de l’organisation et Tanya Wheeler était la personne qui donnait la 
clinique ainsi que la juge des 2 concours! 

Voici donc les résultats, tout d’abord du booster : 

Meilleur de la race : Ch Oxalis Mathayus qui a dans le même show fait un BIS!!!! 

Meilleur de sexe opposé : Oxalis Taika Black Pearl 

Select Mâle : GCh Kirabilli's Over The Moon 

Meilleur des gagnants : Oxalis Taika Black Pearl 

Meilleur Mâle : Oxalis Sweeney Todd 

Meilleure Femelle : Oxalis Taika Black Pearl 

Meilleur Chiot : Oxalis Taika Black Pearl 

Meilleur Pointage qualificatif en obéissance : Kobe avec Sylvie 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Voici maintenant les résultats des 2 concours de herding du 5 juillet dernier :  
 
 
Concours 9   
 
Classe Pré-novice (tested)  
Berger allemand – CH Tanavega's Star Gazer : Qualification  
Pembrooke Welsh Corgi - Joska Ungaretto : Qualification  
 
Classe Novice (started)  
Berger Australien - Dusilence Barbara : 1ère et HIT  
Berger Belge - Hidalgo Esmé Gitane de l'Océan : 2ième & Q RHIT  
Border Collie - Instinct's Liva :  3ième & Q  
 
Classe Intermédiaire  
Border Collie – Max :  1ière position  
 
Prix spécial décerné par le juge pour le chien ayant démontrer les meilleures 
aptitudes : Berger Australien Gearhart Alphabet Alana   
  
 
Concours 10   
 
Classe Pré-novice (tested)  
Berger Australien - GCH Northbay Tryfecta Shazamm! RN CGN : Qualification  
 
Classe Novice (started)  
Berger Australien - Gearhart Alphabet Alana :  1ère Q & RHIT  
Berger Australien - Dusilence Barbara : 2ième Q  
 
Classe Intermédiaire  
Border Collie – Max :  1ière position Q & HIT  
Berger Australien - Slash V Red Zone at KJ :  2ième Q  
 
Prix spécial décerné par le juge pour le chien ayant démontrer les 
meilleures aptitudes       Berger Australien – GCH Northbay Tryfecta Shazamm! 
RN CGN  
  
 
 



 

 

 

 
Voici les participants à la clinique du samedi :  

 
 

 

Caroline Carrier  

sweetnsour@hotmail.fr  
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Zone 6 – Angela Slauenwhite  
  

Hello CNASA Members!  

Summer is finally here and we are having lots of great beach weather!  

Lots of exciting news in Zone 6 this time with two new Hall Of Fame Kennel II 

titles being received!  Congratulations to Phyllis McCullum of Starwood 

Australian Shepherds in New Brunswick for earning her HOF Kennel II certificate.  

Here at Novacoast Australian Shepherds we also earned our HOF Kennel II 

certificate.  Lots of dedication and hard work goes into earning these titles so we 

are thrilled that we now have two in our zone!   

We are looking forward to an upcoming booster in October.  The booster will be at 

the Island Dog Club show in PEI the weekend of October 24th & 25th.  Hope to see 

lots of aussies there! 

Angela Slauenwhite  

angelaandcollin@hotmail.com  
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Meet Our Secretary, Lee Anne Kelly 
 
 
Lee Anne first became interested in purebred dogs after purchasing a silky terrier 
named Jazz in 2002.  He started the adventure of conformation showing and 
obedience trials.  By 2004, Lee Anne had grown tired of helping her husband chase 
down escaped cows or calves on their farm and started researching herding 
breeds.  It was decided the Australian Shepherd would provide the best choice for 
their family.  Over the past 10 years they have enjoyed sharing their lives with 
Aussies and are currently owned by two.  They no longer have cattle, but still enjoy 
having horses and chickens on the property.   
 
 
Lee Anne enjoys showing, but will be focused on getting back into the obedience 
ring in 2015.  Conformation seems to have been taken over by her oldest daughter, 
who proudly earned a CKC Ch. on "her" puppy, Ch Novacoast Untold Secret 
(Bella), in 2014.  Their kennel name "Jalemeer" was registered in 2007.  Working 
with a dear friend and a mentor, they produced a litter in 2009 which resulted in 
their black tri, Pearl and her sister, Jewel. 
 
 
Aside from CNASA and CKC, Lee Anne is also a member of the Island Dog Club, 
Inc., Prince Edward Island, serving years as combined secretary/treasurer and 
currently standing as treasurer.  Her day job involves working full time as the office 
administrator and safety environment coordinator for a consulting company 
comprised of engineers and scientists. 
 
 
email:  jalemeer.aussies@yahoo.com 
web site:  http://jalemeeraussies.yolasite.com/ 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Pictured below are Lee Anne’s two beautiful aussie girls.  BPIG Ch Novacoast 
Untold Secret “Bella” and Group Placing Ch Jalemeer’s Black Pearl “Pearl” 
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CNASA’s Top Dogs for 2014 

Congratulations to all of the owners! 

 

Top Herding Dog 

Ch Tuckercreek’s Ocean’s Thirteen HId HIs 

Owners: Madison Wheeler & Tanya Wheeler 

Top Obedience Dog 

Ch Novacoast By Royal Command CGN CDI RE 

Owners:  Angela Slauenwhite & Collin Veinot 

Top Rally Obedience Dog 

GCh Garrison’s Black Powder RE TT 

Owner:  Lisa Dahr 

Top Agility Dog 

Ch Novacoast Calculated Risk CGN RAE CDX DD AgNJS AgNS 

Owner:  Brittany Ernst 

Top Junior Handler 

Cadence Howe, Nova Scotia 
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We need your help! 

Wanted – one director, preferably in Alberta but we are open to any candidates. 

Wanted – members for our Membership Committee.  Bring your ideas of how to 
make this club better in order to attract new members. 

Wanted – members for our Website Committee.  We need people who would be 
willing to do updates on our website once it’s completed.   

Wanted – members for our Newsletter Committee.  We need articles, recipes, etc to 
make our Newsletter something that everyone can enjoy.   

 

Please help us make your club the best that it can be!  If you are interested in any of 
these positions or in being on any of the CNASA committees please let us know. 

You can contact us through our facebook page or group or by emailing Shawna at 
kinring@mymts.net 
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Brags and news from our members …. 

Bev Hurst & Her Aussies  

Visit www.k9101.ca for results 2015 (bred by) 

BATCh. Lein's Wontstop Tiligetenuf 

“RAVEN” 

ADC, SGDC, AADC, AGDC, MSDC,MGDC, MADC, MJDC,MTRD, EX.BrS,AG.N, 
AGNJ, AG.I, AG.I.J, AG.X, RPT, DD,DDX,DDCh,FC Bronze ,HIT CGN 
CRNMCL,CRNT,CRACL.CRAT,CRXMCL,CRXT, CRV,CRS, WRI  

May 2015 

 EXPERT BRONZE SNOOKER Title  

2 Q's Steeplechase 1st Place, 1 Q Steeplechase 2nd Place, 1 Q Team Relay 1st Place.  

April 2015  

1 Q Masters Standard, 1 Q Master Jumpers, 1st Place 1 Q Steeplechase 1st Place 

Can.Ch.Windmill's Life in the Fast Lane 

“ROWDY” 

HIT, ADC, CGN, CRNCL, CRNT,RPT,BDD,DD  

July 2015 

DISC Dog Title 

 1 Q 3rd Place, 1 Q First Place  

AGILITY DOG of CANADA Title (ADC)  

1 Q Starters Jumpers -1st Place, 1 Q Starters Standard- 1st Place  

  



 

 

 

June 2015 

 AAC Ontario Regionals 

 286 Pts and 5th Place Jumpers (22 dogs)  

May 2015  

2 Q's Novice Disc (2nd & 4th), 2 Q's Starters Standards (1st place), 1 Q Starters 
Jumpers (1st place), 1 Q Starter Gamblers.(1st place)  

April 2015  

1 Q 1st Place Best Run Starters Snookers, 1 Q 3rd Place Starters Gamblers  

March 2015  

Rally O - 3rd Place Advance 

Lein's XS Ability  

"CRUMP" 

ADC, SGDC, AADC,AGDC,AG.N,MSDC, MADC, MGDC, RPT, BDD, 
DD,DDX,ADD, DDCh. FC Bronze, HIT, CGN CRNMCL, CRAMCL, 
CRAT,CRXMCLCRNT 

July  

3rd Place Disc 

June 2015  

AAC Ontario Regionals Qualified for Nationals 9th Place in his division (22 dogs), 
426 Pts, 5th Place Standards & 6Th Place Jumpers  

April 2015  

MASTERS GAMBLER DOG OF CANADA title MGDC  

March 2015 

 Rally O EXCELLENT MCL titlle  



 

 

 

February 2015 

 MASTERS DOG OF CANADA title MADC  

1 Q Master Gambler, 2 Q's Master Jumpers, 1 Q Team Relay, 1 Q Masters Standard  

Jan 31st 2015  

1 Q Master Standard 

2015 was a tough year for us here at home. Not only did we BID FAREWELL to 
Arrow in February but also had to say goodbye to her mother Cricket in May. I feel 
their presence with me daily. I miss the hugs and wiggles. 

ATChC. Can. Ch. JFCoventry's XS Attitude”CRICKET” 

ADC,SGDC,AADC,AGDC, MADC, MGDC,MJDC,MSDC, ATch. 
AGN,AGNJ,AGI,AGIJ, HT,HS,JHD,CRNMCL,CRAMCL,CRNT,CRAT,CRXMCL, 
CD,CCGN,CGC,BDD,DDX 

ATChC. Can.Ch. Lein's Straight Up Design”ARROW” 

CD,.CGC,CCGN,HT,HS,JHD,ADC,SGDC,AADC,AGDC,MATCH, 
MTRDC,MSDC,MSCDC,VBA,ExStB 
ExStS,ExGB,ExBJ,ExBTr,ExSNB,AGN,AGNJ,RPT,BDD,DD,DDX 

CRNMCL,CRAMCL,CRNT,CRAT,CRB,CRS 
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Melanie Zarchikoff 

 

In early July I stuffed my tiny commuter car full of dogs and camping gear and was 
finally able to attend my first ASCA show (that had more than just herding). Cocoa, 
Sterling, the two puppies and I drove down to Graham, WA for the annual 4th of 
July weekend Summer Spectacular. This was Cocoa's return to trialing after 
maternity leave, so I wasn't too sure where we were at. We tried E course sheep for 
the first time and qualified in both runs (despite the molten sand footing). We came 
pretty close to winning ducks a few times but lost by a point or two to good friends 
with good dogs. It was hotter than a calendar full of shirtless firemen out, so we 
were all generally feeling a bit melted in the daytime.  
 
 

On Saturday Cocoa took HIT in both obedience trials from the Novice B class. Just 
need 1 more leg now for the ASCA CD. Sunday was Rally day and Sterling had his 
ring debut (at 16 months old he hasn't done much but train yet). I made a booboo 
and we had to redo a sign, but he did great. He got 2nd to Cocoa, who won Rally 
HIT in trial #1. 
 
 

For the 2nd Rally trial, Cocoa had just about had it with doing all the things but still 
tried hard and got her RNX title. I thought about pulling Sterling since it was 40 
degrees out and I wasn't sure he would stay engaged but he pulled up his socks and 
rocked it! However he tied with a dog from the excellent class, so after all that we 
had to run-off and do the course again. Nothing is as nail biting as waiting for the 
HIT decision from a run-off but he had done it almost flawlessly and got the HIT 
ribbon!  
 
 

The puppies had a great time meeting all the people, playing with other pups and 
dogs, and got to see their sister again (reunions are always adorable). Plus it's 
always nice to come home with a car full of ribbons and we had a great time getting 
to hang out with all of our far-away friends and even survived the endless 
fireworks.  



 

 

 

 
 
Photo is Cocoa with her Most Versatile Aussie Award((MVA) and obedience 
ribbons and stock judges Sharon Simmons, Larry Teaff and Preston Kissman. 
Photo credit: Linda Leeman, Ewe-topia photography 
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Bonnitta Ritchie 

 

I entered my Australian Shepherd, Salsa, in our one annual CKC shows and trials per 

year in the Yukon (Whitehorse) in June (3 Obedience Trials and 3 Rally Trials). Our 

nearest CKC show is Grand Prairie or Burns Lake and so it is difficult to get to a show 

when you live in the Yukon. We have not been able to go to classes since I live 2 hours 

south of Whitehorse, in Tagish, 5 miles off the main road. At any rate, Salsa pulled it 

off and qualified in all 3 obedience trials and all 3 Rally Trials and now she is: 

Touchstone Spirit Wolf, PCD,CD,RN. The background is supposed to be the Northern 

Lights. I did not want to do the traditional show type picture so thought this one 

would be fun and puts the focus on the dog. (g) I would love to be able to go to some 

CNASA/ASCA events. Please keep me posted. 
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Rhoda Stone 

 

Ch Kiji Failure to Launch, CD, RE, AgN, CGN 
Bred by Kim & Alicia Scmidt 
Owned by Rhoda N Stone, DVM and Kim & Alicia Scmidt 
"Tripp" finished his Rally Advanced title in Camrose at the end of March and his 
Rally Excellent title in Grande Prairie the end of June. He loves Rally and is a ton of 
fun to train and show. Any points we lost were entirely my fault! 
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Carol Gordon 

GCH CKC,  ASCA CH - WR Aussies Blaze of Fire, HIT 

Bred, Owned and Loved by:  Carol Gordon - Okotoks, Alberta 

Kennel:  WR Aussies 

Great Weekend for Blaze at the Evelyn Kenney Dog Show  

July 10 - 13, 2015 - Calgary, Alberta - Group 1st Win - Judge:  Tom Alexander, 
Group 1st Win - Judge:  Chris Graham, Group 4th Win - Judge:  Yu-Feng Alex Zee 
and professionally handled by Lori-Ann Fischer.  

Pictured below, Group 1st win under Judge Chris Graham 

  

 



 

 

 

- Pictured below:  Blaze’s Group 1st Win under  Judge Tom Alexander. 

 

 
  

 

 

Gina Stetsko 

 

OTCh LookQuest Leap At The Chance RAE2 AGI AGXJ CGN TDI 

qualified in Open & Utility in both trials, Saturday July 18, at RKOC 

Bizi earned pair 4 & 5 for his OTChX !! 
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Lisa Dahr 

Garrison Australian Shepherds 

 
 
The Garrison Aussie crew has had a busy few months.  In April, I took Gunner - Gr. 
Ch. Garrison's Black Powder, TT RE on an epic road trip with Phyllis McCullum 
and the Starwood gang to the 2015 USASA Specialty.  Held at the beautiful and 
thoughtfully designed Purina Farms Facility in Gray Summit, Missouri, this was my 
first American Specialty and we had an absolute blast! Gunner ran two rally runs 
and two obedience runs and not only qualified every time in the ring, but also 
finished with multiple High in Class scores.  Guess we will be planning a follow up 
trip to the US to finish the RN and CD in AKC!  Thank you, Phyllis for sharing 
such an amazing trip! We followed that up by entering the South Shore Kennel Club 
for another RAE leg which he easily earned. On a whim we entered a Novice 
obedience run and ended up with a Q with a High in Trial and a score of 197.5! 
 
 
Youngsters, Ember (Zydeco's Fuzzy Firecracker of Shalako) and Fortune 
(Garrison's Fortunate One) have been getting into the conformation rings over the 
past couple of months. Ember was awarded Winners Bitch at the Maritime Group 7 
Specialty earlier this spring under Breeder Judge Anna Hewson and has also picked 
up points as WB and BOW during the Evangeline Kennel Club shows in 
June.  Fortune has been awarded multiple Puppy Group wins and also earned his 
first points with multiple WD/BOW also during the Evangeline Shows.   
 
 
We are now back to work training for herding trials planned for the fall in Nova 
Scotia and looking forward to continuing to showcase the versatility of this amazing 
breed! 
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Angela Slauenwhite & Collin Veinot 

Novacoast Australian Shepherds 

 

We took two of our Mylie x Junior (HOF GCh Thornapple Infatuation CGN RN x 
Ch Bayouland’s Big EZ) puppies to the Evangeline Kennel Club show on Saturday, 
June 27th  in Berwick, NS.  We entered our blue merle boy, BBPIS MBBPIG 
Novacoast EZ On The Eyes “Avery” in the morning show under judge Darle Heck.  
Avery went Best Baby Puppy in Group and then went on to win Best Baby Puppy 
In show!  In the afternoon we entered Avery’s sister BBPIS MBBPIG Novacoast 
EZ To Infatuate “Eliza”.  We were thrilled when Eliza went Best Baby Puppy in 
Group and then also went on to win Best Baby Puppy In Show under Judge Thomas 
Alexander !  We are looking forward to showing these puppies in the regular 
classes! 

 

Pictured below:  BBPIS MBBPIG Novacoast EZ On The Eyes “Avery” with judge 
Darle Heck, handled by Collin Veinot.   

 

 



 

 

 

Pictured below:  BBPIS MBBPIG Novacoast EZ To Infatuate “Eliza” with Judge 
Thomas Alexander, handled by Angela Slauenwhite.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have more exciting news!!!!!  We are very excited to announce that we have 
now achieved the title of Hall Of Fame II kennel!  In November 2014, two months 
before our very first litter turned 4 years old, the last title was earned by a 
Novacoast Aussie to give us our HOF Kennel II status.  We would like to thank our 
puppy owners that helped us to achieve this title.   
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Don’t Socialize the Dog! 

Really? 

That title is a typo, right? A professional dog trainer would never advocate against 
socialization, would she? Well, maybe! 

The problem isn't with socialization itself, but with many people's understanding of 
socialization. Socialization is vital for proper mental and social development in dogs 
and it needs to be offered properly. Mistakes in socialization, even if intentions are 
good, can backfire and may even produce an overly shy or overly aggressive dog. 

 

When NOT to socialize a puppy 

Good socialization introduces a puppy or dog to something new, maybe even 
challenges the dog a little. Good socialization provides a positive experience for the 
dog. 

It was a weird floor surface, but we were able to play cool games on it. That guy 
had the strangest hat ever, but he knew how to play the target game for treats! 

It's all about showing a puppy new things and letting the puppy "win" in the 
challenge presented. But too often people think only of showing the puppy new 
things, without taking care that the puppy feels very successful. In fact, sometimes 
what people intend as helpful socialization creates more problems than it prevents. 



 

 

 

As an example, consider the well-meaning but potentially dangerous 
recommendations to "Touch his feet and ears a lot so he gets used to handling," and 
"Play with his food while he's eating so he learns that is okay." Without specifically 
making sure that the puppy enjoys both the interaction and outcome, these actions 
can sensitize a dog to handling and food approach. 

Any time a puppy is not actively enjoying the socialization experience (at least by 
the end—it's okay if he learns to overcome a short challenge), there is the potential 
for doing more harm than good. Refer to the checklist in the sidebar for key points 
to a good socialization experience. 

Socialization Checklist 

* Does the dog have an escape route? (Can he move away from the motorcycle or 
the funny hat or the other dog?) 

* Is the dog using the escape route repeatedly, or is he reluctant to come back to the 
challenge? (If so, the challenge is probably too challenging!) 

* Is the dog coming back of his own volition? (That's a good thing, as it means you 
are keeping the challenge level with his curiosity!) 

* Are you using food to lure the dog back? This is very common, but in my opinion 
it's a mistake. This demonstrates not the dog's comfort level, but the magnetism of 
the food. I sometimes see dogs drawn into an uncomfortable location by food, 
focusing on the food to avoid seeing the scary parts. When the food is gone, these 
dogs look up and "suddenly" have a fear reaction. I use lots of food in training, of 
course, but food is for rewarding, not bribing! 

When NOT to socialize an adult dog 

What if you have an adult dog? Maybe you made some socialization mistakes, or 
you inherited a bad socialization legacy along with the dog. In either case, 
socialization experiences aren't as they should be. Is there hope? 

Yes, of course there's hope! But mistakes happen in the name of socialization with 
grown dogs, too. I get a lot of phone calls that run like this: 

DOG OWNER: "Hi, I'd like to sign up for a class." 

TRAINER: "Great! Are you interested in a group session or private training?" 



 

 

 

DOG OWNER: "We want a group class. We want the socialization."(Note: This 
phrase is the most poisoned of cues for a professional trainer. It indicates either a 
dedicated dog owner trying hard to do everything right, or an owner in denial 
regarding potentially dangerous behavior.) 

TRAINER: "Yes, socialization is very important…. Can you tell me exactly what 
you're looking for?" 

DOG OWNER: "He just needs to get used to other dogs." 

TRAINER: "What does he do now around other dogs?" 

DOG OWNER: "He pulls really hard, barks, jumps, won't listen…. Sometimes his 
hair stands up. So we know he needs socialization." 

TRAINER: "Okay. He sounds like he gets pretty worked up? Tell you what, let's do 
a private session…" 

DOG OWNER: "Oh, no, we don't want private training—he's great at home. He 
needs to learn to be around other dogs." 

Truth: Yes, that dog needs to learn to be around other dogs. But he's probably not 
going to learn well in a group class. A dog with an over-the-top reaction is a dog too 
aroused to think clearly, process information, and retain knowledge for later. In 
short, that dog is not going to learn, and I'd be wasting your time and money if I 
took that dog in a group class! 

Not to mention putting other dogs at risk of a bad socialization experience. 

Recently I had a client who did not want to waste time on a foundation lesson, who 
wanted to have the first lesson in the trigger situation. I explained that this was 
equivalent to taking a brand-new student driver onto the interstate and then trying to 
explain gear shifts, turn signals, and left and right pedals—all at 65 mph. It's 
essential to have skills under stress; therefore, you have to learn them before you're 
under stress. 

It's important to start teaching the dog new behaviors while he is still under 
threshold 

So my client took a few weeks to practice the basic skills first. In her second session 
she was utterly amazed as her large mastiff-type dog, a dog she could no longer 



 

 

 

walk due to the strength required to restrain his reactive lunging, lay quietly on a 
mat and responded to cues. He was aware of a second dog, but stable and focused. 
Yes, it was worth it. 

Learning happens in a mind that is still engaged. It's important to start teaching the 
dog new behaviors while he is still under threshold—and that's not going to be in a 
room with five other new dogs. 

"Pet" peeves 

Not everyone recognizes the necessity of a foundation and of incremental steps. 
Instead, well-meaning owners, often thinking they're doing the right thing in 
"socializing," put their dogs (and other humans and dogs) in unfair situations—and 
sometimes even in danger. 

Where does this seem to happen the most? 

* popular walking/running/biking trails 

* dog parks 

* pet fairs and festivals 

* community events 

Most of these environments violate key points of the good-socialization checklist: 
the dog has no escape route and he cannot chose to leave and return of his own 
volition. Many people won't leave the trail mid-run or go home from the street fair 
after only twenty minutes if the dog is overwhelmed. So, the exposure continues 
and the dog gets more aroused. By the end he is really confirmed in his reactions. 

Other people attending a community event did not sign up to rehabilitate a troubled 
dog; they came to enjoy a social outing. Putting a stressed dog in their midst neither 
helps the dog nor enhances attendees' enjoyment. At best, it only confirms public 
opinion that dogs are often nuisances and should be banned from public areas. At 
worst, it creates more problems for the dog and puts others in danger. While I am a 
clicker trainer, look for positive alternatives, and wholly advocate non-violent 
solutions, I am rapidly approaching an unwelcome point. If I have to intervene 
again to prevent a dog fight or a bite to a child while a dog owner explains that he or 
she is deliberately putting the dog in an overwhelming situation "to work on 
socialization," there's a good chance I will need bail and an attorney! 



 

 

 

If your dog is too aroused and cannot recover, your training isn't yet ready for the 
scenario. 

If you are not willing to retreat if your dog needs it, do not take the dog with you. 
Period. If your dog is too aroused and cannot recover, your training isn't yet ready 
for the scenario. You need to quit before you create more problems. End of 
discussion. 

Here's the positive! 

There are better ways to socialize your puppy or adult dog than to jump right in to 
group classes or wander far and wide searching out crowds of people and other 
animals. Successful training techniques prevent or solve problems instead of create 
them. Appropriate socialization training proceeds with steps, and ensures that the 
dog is ready to progress each time! 

As illustrated by my client and her mastiff above, private training classes offer a 
fantastic head-start to socialization training. In a situation like that one with the 
mastiff, or any situation where an owner is looking to improve socialization skills 
responsibly, a good trainer will suggest a private session. At that initial or 
evaluation session, the dog starts learning new ways to interact with his 
environment and his human. Most importantly, he learns how to interrupt his own 
arousal. The next step is to teach him to choose relaxation in the presence of his 
triggers (other dogs, humans, etc.). These skills have to be learned before they can 
be used. 

You can go, but where? 

Not to rule out field trips altogether, though! There is plenty of room in a 
socialization training plan for outings, as long as anticipation and care are part of 
the package. So, where to go? 

Match the scenario to the dog's current skill set. Has the dog ever been to a public 
event? If not, starting at the street fair with new asphalt substrates, a thousand 
people, several dozen food vendors, other (possibly stressed) dogs, music from the 
dance troupes, and the roar of engines from the car show is probably not a good 
choice for an outing. How about starting with the neighbor's cookout, where you 
can introduce your dog to fewer people and then pop him back home after he's had a 
good time? 



 

 

 

When I take a dog out to socialize, particularly if I know it will be challenging for 
that dog, I make sure my schedule is clear of anything but that dog. 

When I take a dog out to socialize, particularly if I know it will be challenging for 
that dog, I make sure my schedule is clear of anything but that dog. If you really 
need to cover all of the fairground's antique booths before you go home, the dog 
shouldn't go. If it's more important that you keep a steady running pace than that 
your dog has a chance to self-assess and relax after a close bike encounter, the dog 
shouldn't go. That doesn't mean you can't ever run with the dog. It just means that 
you'll have to do some runs where you're willing to put dog training before your 
own training in order to get a great running partner for years to come. 

At other times I will go somewhere for a longer period, but with the option to retreat 
as necessary. My car can be a very secure and safe place for a dog trained to relax 
comfortably in his crate. The car is protected from heat or cold and strangers, and 
can act as a base from which the dog can make forays into socialization 
experiences. Obviously, this is not an option for a dog that doesn't regard his crate 
in the car as a haven, or with a car that isn't safe. 

What to do? 

Once you've picked a good field trip, assess your dog's skills. What behaviors is he 
really fluent at right now? Sit? Target? My definition of a dog "knowing" a behavior 
is that I can slap $50 on the counter and say "Watch this!" and he'll perform 
promptly on the first cue to win my bet. If you don't have a $50 behavior yet, that 
needs to be taught before you venture out. There's no profit in trying to train a new 
behavior in a new environment. 

The $50 behavior is your "canary in a coal mine." As long as that behavior is 
healthy, you're working beneath the dog's threshold. When the behavior begins to 
degrade—you ask the dog to sit, and he does it slowly, or he does it facing away 
instead of facing you as usual, or he displays some other variant you don't usually 
expect—be cautious. The dog is challenged. It might be time to back off for a while 
or change tactics. 



 

 

 

 

Next, choose your goals for the outing; these will vary widely by dog and by 
situation. Would you like your pup to relax while bicycles pass, recognizing they're 
just background noise? Or do you need your shy dog to feel more comfortable 
passing or meeting strangers on the sidewalk? Has your dog seen gentlemen with 
big beards and ladies with long skirts? 

What about other dogs, cats, horses (rural residents or urban police mounts), 
skateboards, motorcycles, and other things not normally found in your living room? 
Will your dog be meeting or just observing? 

Out in the environment, start by asking for your "canary" behavior, and perhaps 
others, reinforcing generously. You want the dog to think that new environments are 
fun and pay well! Now watch for your dog catching interest in something or looking 
to explore. Go with him, verbally encouraging him gently and reinforcing 
appropriate behavior with petting or treats. (Remember the points from the 
socialization checklist!) 

If the dog is hesitating, let him make a step or sniff forward, and reward that by 
tossing a piece of food to the ground in front of him. Don't use the food to lure him. 
Not only does luring disguise his natural behavior beneath the eating behavior (so 
that it is harder to read what the dog is feeling), but the dog was frozen when the 
food appeared and so freezing has been reinforced. If you start out luring, even as 
your dog grows more comfortable he will be less likely to move forward or explore 
his environment on his own. (If the dog is in distress, rescue or distract him, of 
course! But that is management, not training or socialization.) 



 

 

 

When the dog is visiting with a stranger or sniffing the bicycle, know when to quit. 
Call back your pup before he gets too excited and displays frantic behavior, or 
before his courage fails and he finds himself facing more than he's ready to face. 
Stop at the peak of his experience! Call him back (don't pull) and reinforce coming 
to you. If you don't have enough of a recall yet, drop a series of treats and lead him 
back to you. 

Get creative 

While socializing should definitely include socializing with people, it should also 
include a lot more: floor textures, strange noises, different types of weather, odd 
smells. These experiences should all be a part of your socialization goals. Nearly 
anything can be turned into a great socialization experience for a puppy! 

Nearly anything can be turned into a great socialization experience for a puppy! 

Sometimes necessity is the mother of all sorts of inventions. I drove across several 
states and was tired when I checked into my motel,but my 8-week-old puppy had 
slept much of the trip and was full of energy and enthusiasm! I filled the motel tub 
with an inch or two of water and floated several handfuls of kibble, creating a fun 
game for her. Simultaneously she could burn energy in a great play session, explore 
the properties of water and controlled splashing, and have an enjoyable experience 
in a bathtub. (It was an easy cleanup and I left no mess for the cleaning staff!) 

Socialization success 

If your dog needs socialization, please provide it in the doses he requires. Your dog 
will make much faster progress with a series of baby steps than with any 
overwhelming preliminary experiences. If you don't seem to be making progress 
with your dog's socialization training, consider professional help. You'll have more 
success with a good training protocol than just hoping things get better. With a good 
trainer, you certainly won't make things worse accidentally! In the end, you'll be the 
one knowing when, where, and how to socialize your dog. 

Editor's note: For more of great tips on training dogs that are excited, afraid, 
or reactive, be sure to check out Laura's new book, Fired Up, Frantic, and 
Freaked Out: Training Crazy Dogs from Over the Top to Under Control. 
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Grooming 

What to use? What to choose? 

Catalogues of grooming products and equipment. Websites filled with supplies. 

Which one do you use? How do you choose? It can get expensive to try product 
after product; and the wrong product, or the wrong choice of equipment, can be 
disastrous if it’s a show day! 

We polled Aussie owners, breeders, and handlers, and asked them which products 
and equipment they prefer for their Aussies. 

Remember that the show rules state that no foreign product is allowed – and no, that 
doesn’t mean that you can use whatever you like as long as it was made in Canada! 
It is your responsibility to use product in a tasteful manner, and to ensure that no 
sticky residue or crunch is left in the coat. 

Here are the results! 

Combs: 

- #1 All System Medium/Coarse 

- Q Anti Static Greyhound Long Pin Fine/Coarse 

- Chris Christensen Buttercomb 

- Master Grooming Tools Aluminum Finishing Comb 10” 

Brushes: 

Slicker 

- Chris Christensen Mark Slicker 



 

 

 

- Millers Forge Designer Soft Slicker 

- Oscar Frank 

- Master Grooming Tools Ergonomic Slicker 

- Q Soft Pin Slicker w/Flat Back (Ren’s house brand) 

- #1 All Systems 

- SureGrip Flat Slickers (NOT the regular ones) 

Pin 

- PSI 

- Chris Christensen 

- #1 All System 

- Chris Christensen T Brush 

Bristle 

- Boar Bristle/nylon combination from Sally’s Beauty Supply 

- Ashley Craig Boar Bristle & Nylon Greyhound brush 

Mat breaker: 

- Les Pooches Mat Zapper 

- the white and grey one… 

Coat thinner: 

- Mars Coat King 10 or 12 

Rake: 

- WalMart brand 

- Millers Forge 



 

 

 

Scissors: 

Straight 

- Geib 7.5”-8.5” 

- Kenchii 7.5”-8.5” 

- Monk 7.5”-8.5” 

- Heritage Stilettos 

Curve 

- Geib 7.5”-8.5” 

- Kenchii 7.5”-8.5” 

- Monk 7.5”-8.5” 

- Heritage Stilettos 

Thinner 

- Geib 

- Kenchii 

- Geib Speedcutters 

- Adams New Edge Fishtail chunkers 

- Monk Purple Thinners 

- Aiyko 

Shampoo: 

- Miracle Coat Shampoo 

- Alexander’s Own Shampoo 

- Chris Christensen Spectrum One Coarse & Rough Coat 



 

 

 

- Ashley Craig 

- #1 All Systems Super Cleaning and Conditioning Shampoo on blues 

- Wahl Absolute Red on reds 

- Isle of Dog Clean and Volumizing Shampoos 

- Nature’s Specialties with Optical Brightener 

- Nature’s Specialties Almond Crisp 

Conditioner: 

- Coat Handler 

- Ashley Craig 

- Chris Christensen 

- Best Shot Conditioner 

Whitening shampoo: 

- #1 All Systems Professional Whitening 

- EZ Groom Crystal White 

- White Ice Shampoo 

- Pure Pet Pure Bright 

Chalk: 

- Baby powder – Shopper’s No Name brand (whitest) 

- Crown Royale 

- White Ice Chalk 

- Cherry Knoll Chalk Block 

Chalk pack: 



 

 

 

- Cholesterol 

- Chris Christensen White Ice Creme 

- PurePaws 

Mousse: 

- Herbal Essence 

- Biolage Whipped Volume Bodifying Mousse 

- Puffy Dog Mousse 

- Thick N Thicker Whipped Crème Mousse 

Gel: 

- Thick N Thicker Volumizing Gel 

Self rinse: 

- Pro-line Self Rinse Plus 

- Pure Paws 

- Crystal Clean Waterless Foaming Shampoo 

Hairspray: 

- Treseme 

- Grand Finale 

- Thick N Thicker 

- Chris Christensen Super Hold 

Grooming spray: 

- Best Shot Revitalizing Mist 

- Crown Royale 



 

 

 

- Pink Hair Tonic 

- Show Off 

- Isle of Dog Volumizing conditioner (just a drop or two) in a spray bottle of water 

- Coat Handler conditioner (few drops) in a spray bottle of water 

- Bio Groom 

- Chris Christensen Just Divine 

Bodifier: 

- Thick N Thicker spray 

- Crown Royale 

- Davis The Volumizer 

- Ruff Out 

- Chris Christensen Lift For Sure 

- Bottoms Up 

Shine spray: 

- Pure Paws 

- Chris Christensen Shine For Sure 

Sunscreen: 

- Nature’s Specialties Sun Guard 

- The Stuff 

- Ice on Ice 

Nail clippers: 

- Millers Forge Large Nail clipper 



 

 

 

Dremel: 

- Dremel 2 speed cordless grinder 

- Mini Might cordless 

Blower: 

- Chris Christensen Kool Dry 

- Metro Air Force Commander 

- K-II 

Flat iron: 

- Chi 

- ½” from Sally’s 

Chamois: 

- Synthetic Chamois from WalMart auto department 

Thank you to everyone that responded online or sent in their grooming supply list! 
Happy grooming! 
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Deer Ticks in Manitoba 

Deer Ticks can carry diseases such as Lyme, Erlichia and Anaplasmosis. The 
IDEXX Snap 4Dx test is an in-clinic test which checks for exposure to heartworm 
and tick borne diseases. Most dogs that test positive on the test are asymptomatic 
(aren't showing signs of disease when tested). The Snap 4Dx tests for antibodies for 
tick-borne diseases. A positive result only means that the dog was exposed, it does 
not necessarily mean that the dog is sick or that it will become sick. The diseases 
that deer ticks carry can be very serious. Lyme disease may cause fever, joint pain, 
anorexia (off feed), kidney disease and other rare diseases. Erhlichia causes 
bleeding problems, secondary bacterial infections, kidney problems, eye problems, 
etc. Anaplasmosis causes joint problems, fever, bleeding problems, etc. Deer ticks 
must be attached 48-72 hours to transfer disease to your pet. Just because you find a 
deer tick does not mean that your dog will get a tick-borne disease. Not all deer 
ticks carry disease. To prevent exposure, use tick preventative medications and 
carefully check your dog for ticks on a daily basis. It can take 3-5 weeks from the 
time a tick attaches until the dog tests positive on the 4Dx Snap test. 

If my dog tests positive for a tick-borne disease, what should I do? 

This is a controversial subject and there is not a 'RIGHT' answer but should be 
discussed with your veterinarian. A dog may test positive for Lyme disease but 
NEVER show signs of the disease. The Snap 4 Dx test shows that they have been 
exposed to the disease, but in most cases, the body fights off the infection. Only 5% 
of dogs exposed to Lyme's disease actually become symptomatic. So, should we 
treat every dog that tests positive with antibiotics? Using antibiotics 
prophylactically (when there are no signs) will not necessarily eliminate the 
infection. Overuse of antibiotics can kill good bacteria in the gastrointestinal system 
and cause other side effects. As well, using antibiotics unnecessarily can create 
resistance. In areas where Lyme is endemic, 70-90% of dogs test positive for 
exposure to Lyme but never show symptoms. Therefore if all these dogs were 
treated, thousands of dogs not needing antibiotics would be getting treatment. 

For Lyme positive: It is recommended that dogs that test positive for Lyme have a 
titers test done to check level of exposure to Lyme and also have urine tested for 
presence of protein. If there is protein found in the urine, then a UPC (Urine 



 

 

 

protein/creatinine ratio) should be sent off to the lab to check for abnormal results. 
Dogs with protein in their urine should be treated with antibiotics (doxycycline). If 
no protein is found, dogs should be tested yearly for presence of protein in the urine. 
If a dog has symptoms of Lyme, more testing is necessary and it will definitely need 
treatment. Once a dog tests positive for Lyme, it will most likely test positive for 
years to come, even if it is treated. 

For Erlichia or Anaplasmosis positive: It is recommended that dogs that test positive 
have a CBC run to check for thrombocytopenia (low platelets) and urine test to 
check for protein. Blood chemistry is also recommended. If a dog shows symptoms 
of Erlichia or Anaplasmosis, they will require more tests and treatment. 

Testing for tick borne disease exposure is an important part of your dog’s yearly 
exam if you live in a tick endemic area. It allows us to know if our pets have been 
exposed so that we can be more vigilant, watching for the vague symptoms that tick 
borne diseases can cause. It also allows us to know if Lyme is in our area because it 
affects people too. As well, the test also checks for heartworm at the same time, 
which we know is a concern in Manitoba. 

What we can we do to prevent tick-borne disease? 

1. Use tick prevention products (such as Advantix, Nexgard or Bravecto) 

2. Check dogs regularly for ticks (once a day) 

3. Keep grass cut short 

4. Lyme vaccination – there is a vaccine that protects against Lyme disease, discuss 
this option with your veterinarian. 

Dr. Keri Hudson Reykdal 
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We all look at our very promising up and coming new star like a mother fawning 
over a favored son. Everything seems to be going great. Wonder Pup (WP) is happy 
about going to classes and learning his ABC’s in the sometimes rowdy environment 
of the Kinder-pup class. Then something goes wrong. A strange large boisterous pup 
jumps WP at a show, or out for a walk, some children rush your pup and squeal, 
“AWWWWWWWWWW!!!!! He is SOOOOO CUTE!!!!!!!!” (This is typically 
heard from a group of  pre-teen girls.)  Or perhaps you accidentally drop his 
retractable leash and he runs crying as this monster bumps him in the rear. 
Fortunately, none of these incidents are life threatening in your eyes. However, WP 
sees them all as dangerous, puppy eating things, that make up nightmares. 
Remember he is a pup and may be in primary or secondary fear phase as well. These 
are developmental points when puppies and human children learn that life 
happens.  Their genetic temperament, coupled with how we deal with these traumas, 
makes all the difference to our youngsters. Genetic temperament is a natural gift that 
allows some dogs and people to recover quickly from the trials of life, while others 
take it to heart and never get over the perceived trauma. Some  animals and humans 
will take their fear to the point where anything that remotely resembles the situation 
where the first bad thing happened (e.g. doorways, dog shows, toddlers, 
riding crated in the car after an accident, etc.) puts them into an adrenaline fueled, 
full out stress panting, panic attack. In humans, this is an  anxiety attack, where the 
seeds of a phobia are planted.  
 
  
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
Our first response is to console our poor pup, thereby reinforcing his belief that yes, 
he almost died. Preventing the rising tide of panic is your job. Do not console your 
pup. Consoling, coupled with pats and “There there little one ... I love you ... Oh 
poor baby.” This is exactly the same response WP gets when he does something you 
want, like a sit, high five, getting into his crate, going outside to potty. I am using a 
training method called back chaining, and we’ll have more on that in another article. 
In the very beginning of your relationship with WP you should teach your pup some 
signals and cues that tell him this situation is nothing to fret about. Use a soft low 
voiced chuckle, laugh, or giggle, whatever is in your natural vocabulary that says 
this is nothing to be concerned about. This will be one of your calming signals. Then 
the next time your cookie pan drops on the kitchen floor and WP startles and scoots 
away, give your calming signal. Deliberately make your home a noisy place. Play 
loud, heavy rock music and opera, drop pots, clang dog dishes, play musical 
instruments, blow whistles. The sounds you can use are limited only by your 
imagination. Your intention is not to fry your pup’s nervous system, but give him 
opportunities to practice dealing with life. The consequences will hopefully be a fast 
recovery and a bomb proof dog. Your verbal signal tells WP that this is no biggie, 
and he will take his cues from you, the leader.  How does this translate to a noisy, 
busy, dog show with too many new smells to identify? You have a conditioned 
response; your calming laugh tells WP that everything is just fine. With the same 
old stuff happening at home, the training hall, and when you are out for walks, WP 
will rebound from a perceived threat faster, as he has learned to recover during these 
practice situations where you had control and let him know you were not 
concerned.  
 
 The older dog is a more difficult re-training issue. This dog may not have 
genetically sound temperament, and didn’t have the good learning environment the 
younger pup received. Your first job will be to let the dog settle into your home, 
gain confidence, learn the routine, and learn some simple behaviors. After the 
honeymoon period is over, (about two weeks) the new dog will begin to show you 
his true personality. Is he pushy, bossy, dominant, spoiled, or phobic about 
umbrellas? You will see if the dog has been socialized by how he reacts to your 
other dogs, those at class, visitors, children, or the elderly using mobility aids such 
as canes, or walkers.  
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
During the first few weeks you will introduce your calming signal. Associate it with 
rewards; for example, if something goes bang in another room, the dog looks to you 
as you give the signal, and the dog gets a food reward. Repeat this often as you are 
developing a conditioned response. The difference with an older dog is that he is not 
dependent on you and may have learned poor coping behaviors. You must associate 
your calming signal with something he will find positive and food is often the way. 
Some dogs are not food motivated and will engage in a toy game such as tug or 
fetch. WP is hard wired to solicit attention, protection, food, and play from you - the 
big dog. A good trainer can garner the same results with an older dog, with just a 
little more effort.   
   
 
 
Good luck and keep on laughing.   
 
 
Leah Swatko, of Ministik Cavaliers and Australian Shepherds, lives in Ontario, 
Canada. She has over forty years experience working with dogs, horses, and 
people.   
 

Pictured below are some of Leah’s aussies.  Left to right: Rookie, Holly, Flint & 
Cola.   

 



 

 

 

 CNASA Quarterly – Summer 2015 

 

Flea Terminator Dog Treats 

 

Ingredients: 

-3 cubes beef bouillon 

-1 1/2cups boiling water 

-2 cups whole wheat flour 

-1 cup cornmeal 

-2/3 cup brewer’s yeast 

-2 tbsp garlic powder 

-2 egg yolks 

 

 

Directions: 

1. Preheat the oven to 375 degrees F.  Dissolve beef bouillon cubes in boiling 
water and set aside.  Grease cookie sheets. 

2. In a large bowl, stir together the whole wheat flour, corn meal, brewer’s 
yeast and garlic powder.  Add the yolks, then gradually pour in the bouillon 
water while stirring.  Mix thoroughly to form a firm dough.  On a floured 
surface, roll the dough out to ¼” thickness.  Cut into desired shapes using 
cookie cutters.  Place cookies one inch apart onto cookie sheets. 

3. Bake for 20 minutes in the preheated overn, then turn the over off and leave 
the cookies insdie for at least 3 hours or overnight to harden them.  Store in 
an airtight container at room temperature.   

 

 



 

 

 

CNASA Quarterly – Summer 2015 

 

Diabetic Dog Treats 

 

Ingredients: 

 

-1/2 cup whole wheat flour 

-2 eggs 

-1 ½ pounds beef liver, cut into pieces 

 

Directions:  

 

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F.  Line a 10 x 5 inch jelly roll pan with 
parchment paper. 

 

2. Place the liver into a food processor.  Pulse until finely chopped.  If you 
have room, add the flour and eggs and process until smooth.  Otherwise, 
transfer to a bowl and stir in the flour and eggs using a wooden spoon.  
Spread evenly in the prepared pan. 

 

3. Bake for 15 minutes in the preheated oven or until the center is firm.  Cool 
and cut into squares using a pizza cutter.  The treats will have a consistency 
similar to a sponge.  Store is a sealed container in the refrigerator.   
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Until next time…  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


